Achieving Strategic
Benefits with PLM

The roadmap must include plans for detailed tracking of key metrics in
order to ensure the PLM system is working as intended.

Retailers and wholesalers seeking a competitive advantage in today’s ever-changing,
increasingly fickle consumer environment are spending millions of dollars over
several years to adopt and implement product lifecycle management (PLM)
systems. But rather than leveraging the systems to increase their brand equity
and make improvements to their bottom line, they end up using them for little
more than enhanced data management and transactional reporting capabilities.
One of the core reasons why PLM systems are underutilized is that retailers and wholesalers become so
focused on rolling out core PLM functionality that
they skimp on the time and effort needed to support
more advanced functionalities, those designed to
yield strategic benefits, Kurt Salmon found in a survey
of leading retailers, manufacturers and brands.
Another reason is that they don’t typically use
metrics to track the performance of their various
business processes—and, by extension, any PLMenabled processes—which leaves them unable to
calculate the return on their investments. The result
is a reduced focus on driving strategic benefits over
the long term.

for detailed tracking of key metrics in order to ensure
the PLM system is working as intended. Only then
will they be able to realize PLM’s full value.
Consumers want more retail choices than ever, and
they want them more often, as the success of women’s
apparel maker and “fast fashion” icon Zara makes
clear. A PLM system, by enabling a cross-functional,
collaborative workflow tied to a global product
development calendar, allows retailers and wholesalers to spend more time innovating products and
getting them to market faster than ever before.

But, ultimately, it all comes down to expectations.
Retailers and wholesalers underestimate and in
some cases disregard entirely the strategic benefits
a PLM system can yield in the form of better collaboration, enhanced product innovation, faster speed
to market and lower costs. Put another way, they’re
settling on second place before the race even begins.
They need to aim higher, to create and commit to
a strategic roadmap that focuses both their implementation plan and their investments on the functionalities that will have the most impact on their
bottom line. And the roadmap must include plans

The central source of real-time information a PLM
system provides in the form of an online library
of materials, styles and colors allows retailers and
wholesalers to better plan for and manage their
materials needs and leverage their supplier relation-
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Despite such notable strategic benefits, however,
few retailers or wholesalers realize them all. Some,
it turns out, don’t realize any of them.

SURVEY RESULTS: THE PLM VALUE RETAILERS
AND WHOLESALERS ARE ACTUALLY REALIZING

The strategic benefits that a PLM system is designed
to enable often serve as the motivating factors for
retailers and wholesalers to adopt one in the first
place. But as Exhibit 1 makes clear, once implementation gets underway, their expectations undergo
a significant shift toward the tactical. For example,
the retailers and wholesalers we spoke with didn’t
think their PLM systems would yield higher product
quality or increased innovation, but they did expect
to see substantial improvements in the integrity and
visibility of their data.

WHAT PLM CAN DO FOR YOU

For example, one women’s specialty retailer used
its PLM system’s material management and crossfunctional workflow capabilities in conjunction with
the implementation of various process changes to
reduce the time it took to get its product to market
from 55 to 47 weeks. And by adding support for a
fast-track program to the system’s workflow function, it shortened the time to market even further,
to as little as 30 weeks.
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ships more effectively. Footwear maker Deckers,
whose brands include Teva and UGG Australia,
leveraged its PLM system’s material management
capabilities during an extremely turbulent market
for sheep skin, a core material in its UGG products.
By using the system’s material usage reporting
functions, it always had access to the sheep skin it
needed. And by leveraging the advanced materialsupplier pricing structure, Deckers minimized fluctuations in the price it paid for all of its raw materials,
ultimately saving $1.5 million.

EXHIBIT 1: EXPECTED PLM BENEFITS

Increased Data Integrity & Visibility
Increased X-Functional Collaboration
Ability to Support Organizational Changes
Decreased Product Costs
Faster Product Development
Increased Product Quality
Productivity Gains
Increased Innovation
NO BENEFIT

MODERATE

SUBSTANTIAL
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Advanced costing and sourcing functionalities generate savings
by way of the increased visibility and data analytics they enable.

PLM software vendors and consulting partners are critical to realizing
the system’s full value.

And as shown in Exhibit 2, although the results varied,
every survey respondent—even those whose PLM
implementation was still underway—said use of the
system had enhanced their functional capabilities.
(Notably, “reporting” is here defined as transactional
reporting and basic progress tracking; true data
analysis, such as for material consumption and
planning, is rare.)

the increased visibility and data analytics they
enable, such as when they’re used to tie price quotes
back to the bill of materials or to generate advanced
cost reports, which allow for enhanced price negotiation processes across the entire product line.

Few, however, said that their PLM system had yielded
benefits that could truly be considered strategic.
Just one said it subsequently completed “a major
process redesign, which shifted development work
from internal resources to third-party partners,”
and one other respondent said it had realized “raw
material cost savings as a result of better visibility.”

THE ROADBLOCKS TO REALIZING THE FULL
VALUE OF PLM—AND HOW TO OVERCOME THEM

Retailers and wholesalers who adopt PLM systems
spend a tremendous amount of time and money
designing and implementing their core functionality.
When it comes to putting in the effort necessary to
enable the more advanced and impactful functions,
however, the ones specifically designed to yield
higher ROI, they fall short.
To be sure, the core functionality of a PLM system
is important, but its implementation serves only
to lay a foundation. A highly customized tech pack,
for example, is unlikely to yield significant financial
benefits. Advanced costing and sourcing functionalities, on the other hand, generate savings by way of

EXHIBIT 2: FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES ENHANCED BY PLM

PLM stakeholders need to ensure that their implementation plans and investments are focused on
such value-creating functionalities. Specifically,
retailers and wholesalers and their implementation
partners should:
»A
 llocate investments to areas that support
strategic functions.
»P
 ilot value-driving functionality early in the
implementation process, as doing so will

increase the likelihood of the functionality
going live and increasing ROI.
»R
 efrain from spending customization funds
on small usability enhancements and instead
invest in functionality that supports evolving
business processes to create a competitive
advantage.

Retailers and wholesalers who implement PLM
systems don’t do so in isolation; their PLM software
vendors and consulting partners are critical to realizing the system’s full value, so there needs to be
an ongoing discussion among all parties to ensure
that the customer’s implementation roadmap stays
focused on ROI. Moreover, software vendors need

EXHIBIT 3: PLM IMPLEMENTATION SIZE & COST

FUNCTIONAL AREA

50%

Core Libraries
% of Respondents

40%
Reporting
Product Development

30%
20%
10%

Calendar and Workflow

0%

Costing and Sourcing

< $0.5 M

$0.5–$1 M

$1–$2 M

$2–$3 M

$3–$4 M

$4–$5 M

> $5 M

Primary Implementation Cost Drivers

Line Planning

< Organizational Complexity (# of Brands/Divisions and Product Lines)
OFFLINE
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BASIC PLM

ADVANCED PLM*

Before

After

PLM

PLM

< Level of Business Process Redesign
< Level of Solution Customization
< Number of User Licenses
< Third-Party Resource
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Commit to tracking at least a handful of metrics that tie PLM benefits
to tangible business value.

By using metrics, it quickly becomes clear which PLM-enabled processes need
to be maintained as they are and which ones need to be adjusted.

to be prepared to make additional investments in
costing- and sourcing-related functionality, which
retailers and wholesalers are continually evolving
and tying into their overall process workflow, in
order to best support those customers over the
long term.

They have, in other words, no way of quantifying the
return on their investment. Such measurement is
key, as it makes clear where they should focus future
efforts so as to extract the most strategic value.

for example, should tie directly to the generation
of revenue; inventory turns would be tied to asset
efficiency. Exhibit 4 suggests a range of metrics and
the area of business value to which they should link.

Retailers and wholesalers, both those still preparing
to implement a PLM system and those already deep
in the implementation process, need to commit to
tracking at least a handful of metrics that tie PLM
benefits to tangible business value.

By using metrics, it quickly becomes clear which
PLM-enabled processes need to be maintained as
they are and which ones need to be adjusted, sometimes by way of additional investment, in order to
extract their full value and, in turn, realize the full
value of the PLM system overall. Of the few retailers
we spoke with who were tracking metrics, all said
that doing so had produced substantially higher
benefits than those who had not tracked metrics,
as seen in Exhibit 5.

THE POWER OF TRACKING

Despite the time and money that it takes to implement a PLM system—the retailers and wholesalers
we spoke with were spending, on average, some
$3 million, and in many cases more than $5 million,
over a period of more than five years—few take
the added step of setting up a way to track its
effectiveness.

All metrics must be baselined, regularly measured
against targets and not overly complex. And while
each company must tailor metrics to suit their individual business model, all metrics should be tied to
revenue, costs or assets. A speed-to-market metric,

EXHIBIT 4: CORE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT METRICS
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Companies Reporting Metrics
Companies Not Reporting Metrics

Product Development Productivity
(# styles developed per product development FTE)

Before/After PLM Improvement (0–4)

Product Quality & Defects
(cost of quality-related returns/total sales)

Sampling Efficiency
(average development samples per style)

Inventory Efficiency
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Product Relevancy & Execution
(social media product ratings)

Product Component & Assembly Costs
(average FOB cost per unit)

Margin Improvement

They should start with an assessment of their existing
PLM design and supporting processes and be sure
to leverage industry benchmarking. The next step

New Product Contribution
(% of sales from new products)

Product Line Effectiveness
(% full-price sell-through)

Value Delivery—PLM
Implementation

While ideally retailers and wholesalers should start
out by designing PLM roadmaps and implementation plans that focus on the most advanced and
therefore strategically beneficial functionalities, as
well as metrics to track the implementation process
overall, it’s never too late. Those whose PLM system
implementation is already underway can still make
deeply impactful changes that will help them realize
the system’s full value, as the systems can be adjusted
and evolved over time as needed.

EXHIBIT 5: CAPABILITY IMPROVEMENTS ENABLED BY PLM
Speed to Market
(days from planning start to in-store)

Revenue Impact

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE
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2

1

Finished Goods Inventory
(average inventory value/total sales)
Raw Material Inventory
(average inventory value/total sales)

0

Color

Core Libraries

Line Planning

Calendar Adherence

Reporting
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is to identify PLM capabilities that have the largest
value-creation potential, such as costing, sourcing,
workflow and line planning. They then need to create
a roadmap aimed at capturing strategic benefits and
driving ROI. Finally, they need to set up core business
metrics to track alongside the PLM implementation
so as to accurately measure its success.
Just having a PLM system in place isn’t enough.
Long-term strategic planning, a commitment to
necessary investments and careful performance
tracking of the processes it enables will yield significant strategic benefits in the form of better collaboration, enhanced product innovation, faster speed
to market and lower costs, all of which will add to
a retailer’s or wholesaler’s bottom line. v
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